FOR CHILDREN AND TEENAGERS
It's a situation that every parent in twenty-first century Britain must try to answer at some point in the life of their children:
what is the right age to get a child a smartphone and what kind of smartphone should it be?

CHILD SMARTPHONE USE

Average text messages
sent per week by girls
and boys aged 12-15

Average mobile calls
made per week by girls
and boys aged 12-15

71% of girls and boys have a proﬁle on social media

42% GIRLS ON INSTAGRAM
30% BOYS ON INSTAGRAM

33% GIRLS ON SNAPCHAT
20% BOYS ON SNAPCHAT

11% GIRLS ON TUMBLR
3% BOYS ON TUMBLR

15% GIRLS ON YOUTUBE
29% BOYS ON YOUTUBE

*Source Ofcom 2014

47% of girls say that a

29% of boys say that a

mobile phone is the device
they would miss the most

mobile phone is the device
they would miss the most

The first thing we will say is that the
personality and circumstances of
every child are different and even
then there are so many variables to
consider.
For example, all of the following
questions will have an impact on
when you decide to buy your child
a smartphone:
Does your child travel a
considerable distance to and from
school and is this journey made
without adult supervision?

Does your child participate in
after school clubs or activities?

Does your child need to be in
regular contact with you?

Does your child belong to a
community of children whose social
lives are routed in social media
apps such as SnapChat?

Yes, although TUFF Phones doesn’t
pretend to have the answers as to
the “when” we do have the expertise
to tell you what kind of handset is
right for a child.
So, unless you feel comfortable with
the idea of forking out for a costly
repair or replacement phone for a
damaged handset, it is probably a
good idea to opt for the best tough
smartphone right from the outset.

A range of rugged and practical smartphones that you can rely on – a TUFF Phone gives you
reassurance that an accidental drop won't put you out of contact with your child, making it the
ideal handset for the family.
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